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Customer Service:

1.800.944.2233 inside the U.S.

1.203.614.0600 outside the U.S.

For care instructions, please visit 

dwr.com/learn.

Hardware List

Allen wrench x 1 
4mm

Allen wrench x 1 
5mm

Long M8 bolt x 8
M8 x 45mm

Flat washer x 4 
5mm x 50mm

Base plate x 2 
500mm x 105mm x 5mm

Binding post x 2 
M6 x 95mm

Long M6 bolt x 12 
M6 x 80mm

Short M6 bolt x 32 
M6 x 20mm

Short M8 bolt x 4
M8 x 30mm
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1.

2.

Position two halves of bed frame upside down and adjacent to each other on a carpet or surface protected with a blanket or other soft material. 

Attach frame parts with binding posts, as shown, then alternate tightening gradually with 4mm Allen wrench.

Attach either leg assembly to bed frame with six long M6 bolts, as shown, threading all loosely but waiting to tighten fully until next step. Repeat 

with other leg assembly.
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3.

4.

Attach legs of one leg assembly to corner blocks with two long M8 bolts in each leg, as shown, then tighten fully with 5mm Allen wrench. Now 

return to loosely threaded bolts in previous step and tighten fully with 4mm Allen wrench. Repeat with other leg assembly. 

Attach either center leg to frame using four short M6 bolts, threading all loosely at first then returning to tighten fully with 4mm Allen wrench. 

Repeat with other leg. Install base plate on either end of bed with 12 short M6 bolts, threading all loosely at first then returning to tighten fully 

with 4mm Allen wrench. Repeat with other plate.
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5.

6. Attach headboard to frame using flat washer and short M8 bolt, as shown. Tighten bolts evenly with 5mm Allen wrench.

Lift and turn bed frame over, making sure to put no pressure on legs. Position near final location with holes at head of bed.


